
CTR 1010 – JOB PREPARATION 
(1 Credit) 



COURSE - CTR1010: JOB PREPARATION 

Level: Introductory 

Prerequisite: None 

Description: Students develop successful employment search skills and a 

personal employment search portfolio. 

Curriculum Outcomes: 

The student will: 

1. Identify and develop knowledge, skills and attitudes appropriate for 

conducting successful employment searches. 

2. Communicate in the language in which business is conducted. 3. 

Prepare a personal employment search portfolio. 

4. Use technologies, tools and information systems appropriately for job 

preparation. 

5. Demonstrate basic competencies. 



KEY TERMS: 

1. JOB: 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

2. OCCUPATION: 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

3. CAREER: 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

WHAT ARE YOU CURRENT EMPLOYMENT GOALS?: 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 



Interest Quiz 

Mark an X in the YES or the NO column for each question.  There are no right or wrong 
answers.  Answer each question honestly, and take as much time as you need.  This quiz will 
assess your interest at this particular moment in your life.  Your interests will continue to change, 
so you may want to take this quiz again at a later date.      
          YES NO 

1. Do you like to have a lot of freedom when you do a job?              ____ ____ 

2. Do you like to be a leader?      ____ ____ 

3. Do you like to finish one job before you start the next?  ____ ____ 

4. Are you generally cooperative?     ____ ____ 

5. Do you like to work on projects by yourself?    ____ ____ 

6. Do you keep your things neat and tidy?    ____ ____ 

7. Do you enjoy writing poetry or stories?    ____ ____ 

8. Would you enjoy selling things, from apartment rentals to 
newspaper advertisements?      ____ ____ 

9. Do you plan carefully before you start to do something?  ____ ____ 

10. Are social activities very important to you?    ____ ____  

11. Would you like to work on research projects?   ____ ____ 

12. Do you like to follow directions carefully?    ____ ____ 

13. Are you sensitive to your own feelings?    ____ ____ 

14. Do you usually look on the bright side of things?   ____ ____ 

15. Do you like to build things and/or repair them?   ____ ____ 

16. Are you able to explain things clearly to other people?  ____ ____ 

17. When you learn something new, do you often try to find out  
more about it?        ____ ____ 



YES NO 
18. Do you have clerical ability? (filing, keyboarding)   ____ ____ 

19. Do you like to create things, for example, inventing gadgets or  
designing posters?       ____ ____ 

20. Would you describe yourself as being ambitious?   ____ ____ 

21. Are you uncomfortable when a lot of people pay attention to you? ____ ____ 

22. Can you discuss difficult subjects with people without hurting  
their feelings?        ____ ____ 

23. Would you want to work in a science laboratory?   ____ ____ 

24. When you do a project or another job, do you do it carefully,  
one step at time?       ____ ____ 

25. Do you have musical, artistic, or dramatic ability?   ____ ____ 

26. Do you like speaking in front of a group of people?   ____ ____ 

27. Do you enjoy working with tools and machinery?   ____ ____ 

28. Are you able to help people who are upset or worried?  ____ ____ 

29. Do you read scientific books or magazines?    ____ ____ 

30. Would you like to prepare letters and written reports?  ____ ____ 

31. When you have been assignment a project or task, do you like to  
do it differently from most other people?    ____ ____ 

32. Are you a person who likes to try new things or experiences? ____ ____ 

33. Do you see yourself as a practical person?    ____ ____ 

34. Are you a good listener?      ____ ____ 

35. Do you like solving mathematical or chess puzzles?   ____ ____ 

36. Do you arrange your papers, locker or binders in  
an organized way?       ____ ____ 



YES NO 

37. Do you express your emotions easily?    ____ ____ 

38. Do you think you can sell an idea or a product?   ____ ____ 

39. Do you often take part in sports or athletics?    ____ ____ 

40. Can you meet new people easily?     ____ ____ 

41. Do you dig deeply into topics to satisfy your curiosity or to             ____ ____  

42. Do you see yourself as being calm rather than emotional?  ____ ____ 

43. Are you basically independent?     ____ ____ 

44. Are you good at arguing your point of view?    ____ ____ 

45. Do you think you have mechanical ability?    ____ ____ 

46. Do you enjoy giving information to other people?   ____ ____ 

47. Would you rather investigate something for yourself than take  
another person’s word for it?      ____ ____ 

48. Would you like to work at a job where you would operate a  
computer or other machine?      ____ ____ 

49. Do you have a good imagination?     ____ ____ 

50. Would you be interested in organizing a club or other group? ____ ____ 

51. Would you rather work at a task than socializes with people? ____ ____ 

52. Would you describe yourself as generous?    ____ ____ 

53. Are you more of a thinking than an emotional person?  ____ ____ 

54. Do you enjoy working with numbers?    ____ ____ 

55. Are you able to design, invent, or create things?   ____ ____ 

56. Have you considered starting your own business?   ____ ____ 



YES NO 
57. Do you like working with your hands, doing things such as  

plumbing repairs, fixing cars, sewing or wallpapering?  ____ ____ 

58. Are you interested in looking after people when they are sick? ____ ____ 

59. Do you have mathematical abilities?     ____ ____ 

60. When you are given an assignment, do you like to show how  ____ ____ 
well you can do it? 

How to Score the Quiz 

The graph below contains 60 numbers, one for each of the questions you have just answered.  
For every question you answered Yes, mark and X on the corresponding number.  For 
example, if you answered Yes for question 1, you should put an X on number 1.  Then count 
the number of Xs on each line.  Write that number in the space provided at the right.  The 
lines with the most X’s are your strongest areas. 
             
   Total 

Artistic/Creative   1 7 13 19 25 31 37 43 49 55     ____ 

Enterprising 2 8 14 20 26 32 38 44 50 56     ____ 

Practical 3 9 15 21 27 33 39 45 51 57     ____ 

Social 4 10 16 22 28 34 40 46 52 58     ____ 

Investigative 5 11 17 23 29 35 41 47 53 59     ____ 

Orderly 6 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60     ____ 

What are your top 2 areas? 
 (If you have two areas that rank the same, read the descriptions below and choose the two categories 
which you think best describe you) 

1.  _____________________________ 2.  _____________________________ 



What does this say about you? 
Artistic/Creative 
You enjoy music, art, drama, and literary activities.  You are creative.  You dislike rules and 
structures and express emotions more openly than most people.  Idea creators prefer to work 
with their minds, innovating, imagining and creating.  They dislike structured situations, 
rules, and physical work.  Your traits include: imaginative, idealistic, original, intuitive and 
expressive. 

Enterprising 
You enjoy sales, leadership and management.  You like power, status, and can use your 
verbal skills to direct and influence others.  You like to work with people – influencing, 
leading, or managing them.  You dislike precise work, and systematic activities.  Your traits 
include: persuasive, domineering, energetic, ambitious and flirtatious. 

Practical 
You would rather do things than just socialize.  When you run into problems you want 
concrete solutions; you try them out to see if they work.  You may feel uncomfortable 
working out answers in theory only.   Technically and athletically inclined people you prefer 
to work with your hands and tools to build, repair, or grow things, often outdoors.  You 
dislike educational or therapeutic activities, self expression, working with people, and new 
ideas.  Your traits include: Stable, materialistic, frank, practical and self-reliant. 

Social 
You like being with people and helping them, or doing work that involves others.  You seek 
close relationships and probably have good interpersonal skills. You may feel unhappy when 
working alone or doing physical jobs.  You like to work with people informing, enlightening, 
helping, training, developing or curing them.  You dislike machinery, and physical exertion.  
Your traits include: cooperative, understanding, helpful, tactful, sociable and ethical. 

Investigative 
You like working with ideas.  You analyze and think things through.  You prefer to work 
independently.  You would rather let others do the persuading to encourage people to accept 
your ideas.  You are an abstract problem solver and like to work on your own, observing, 
learning, investigating and solving problems, frequently in a scientific related area.  You 
dislike repetitive activities and working with people.  Your traits include: analytical, 
independent, curious and precise. 

Orderly 
You like to keep things tidy, perhaps doing forms and reports in business or economics.  You 
enjoy working with details, you have good self-control, and identify with power, status, and 
well-structured programs.  You prefer to work with words and numbers and enjoy carrying 
out detailed instructions.  You dislike ambiguity, unstructured, unsystematized activities.  
Your traits include: conscientious, orderly and self-controlled. 



Connecting Your Personality Types to Jobs 

Connect your personality types to the possible jobs on the following chart.  Select your strongest 
category across the top of the chart, and then select your second-strongest category along the side 
of the chart.  Find the intersection of these categories – circle it.  These jobs should relate to your 
interest and personality type(s). 

Artistic Enterprising Practical Social Investigative Orderly

Artistic Choreographer, 
interior 
decorator, 
advertising 
manager, film 
producer/
director

Graphics, 
photographer
, sculptor, 
sign writer, 
TV camera 
operator, 
drafter

Model, teacher, 
economist, 
musician, 
actor, 
production 
manager

Composer, 
architect, 
sculptor, sign 
writer

Props person, 
costumes person, TV 
and film technician, 
camera person, set 
dresser

Enterprising Film 
producer, disc 
jockey, 
announcer, 
baker, lawyer, 
craftsperson, 
chef, interior 
designer

Pharmacist, 
dietary 
assistant, 
sales clerk, 
tradesperson

Curator, 
systems 
analyst, buyer, 
auctioneer, 
realtor, sales 
manager

Insurance 
investigator, 
private 
investigator, 
security, 
quality control

Auctioneer, market 
research analyst, 
sales agent, 
insurance inspector

Practical Cook, painter, 
cabinet maker, 
mould maker, 
photo 
engineer, 
printer, baker

Plumber, roofer, 
animal breeder, 
mechanic

Taxi driver, 
meat cutter, 
kitchen helper, 
server, chef, 
baker, police 
officer

Welder, 
groundskeeper
, iron worker, 
mechanic, 
jeweler, 
service person

Dental hygienist, 
driller, lather, truck 
driver, letter carrier, 
maintenance person, 
assembler 

Social Flying 
instructor, 
minister, 
priest, rabbi, 
speech 
therapist, 
teacher

Counselor, 
dietician, home 
economist, 
restaurant host, 
driving 
instructor

Childcare 
worker, 
employment 
counselor, 
orderly, 
nurses’ aid, 
waiter

Community 
organization 
worker, social 
worker, 
sociologist, 
probation 
officer, police 
officer

Orderly, cashier, 
server, nurses’ aid, 
waiter, host, 
probation officer, 
police officer

Investigative Doctor, law 
clerk, 
mathematicia
n, scientist, 
researcher

Pharmacist, 
optometrist, 
lawyer, lab 
technician, 
inventor

Electronics 
technician, 
computer 
operator, 
geological 
technician

Psychologist, 
social worker, 
librarian, 
veterinarian, 
order 
processor/
picker

Word processor, 
camera repair person, 
law clerk, librarian, 
instrument repairer 

Orderly Administrativ
e assistant, 
drafter, 
computer 
programmer, 
designer

Hotel clerk, 
stock clerk, 
travel agent, 
sewing machine 
operator

Coding 
clerk, order 
filler, bank 
teller, 
business 
machine 
operator

Travel agent, 
receptionist, 
library 
technician, 
credit clerk, 
bookkeeper

Methods 
analyst, travel 
agent, 
bookkeeper, 
store clerk



INTEREST QUIZ: 

1.What jobs does the survey indicate may be of interest to you? 

_________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________ 

2. Do you agree with these results? 

_________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________ 

3. Which of the jobs listed in your box are the most interesting to you? 

If none, which of the job boxes interest you the most (List the two 

personality types associated with them)? 

_________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________ 



SELF ASSESSMENT: 

What are your areas of strength? Spend some time completing the self 
assessment below. Before we can begin to decide which careers are best 
for us we must think about what we like to do and what we are good at. 
Answer these questions in sentences. One word answers are not 
acceptable. 

1. What do you like to do? 
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________ 

 

2. What can you do well? 
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________ 

 

3. What makes work meaningful to you? 
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________ 

 

4. What level of education are you willing to get? 
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________ 



5. What motivates you to work? 
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________ 

 

6. What are your expectations from work? (What do you expect from a 
job?) 
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________ 

 

7. What type of lifestyle do you want? (hours of work, income, country/
city life etc.) 
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________ 

 

8. What kind of training are you willing to get? 
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________ 

 



SELF ASSESSMENT: 

Your interests. Your work will be more enjoyable if you are learning 
about and doing things that interest you. Which of the following types of 
activities do you enjoy?  

solving problems 
convincing others 
being physically active working with facts and figures helping people 
using your imagination building or fixing things creating things 

List as many of your interests as you can think of. Circle your strongest 
interests: 



�  



JOB SEARCH PORTFOLIO 

It is now time to create a resume and cover letter for your job-search 
portfolio. Your resume is perhaps the most important tool for a job-
seeker, and where most employers develop their first impressions of a 
potential employee. 

PROFESSIONAL EMAIL: 

Before you begin on your resume, ensure that you have a professional 
email address you may use to make contact with employers and in other 
professional manners. (You don’t want to have to provide an employer 
with an email and it be sexycupcakecutie99@gmail.ca or 
2real4this@thestreetz.com. These first impressions matter and you want 
to present yourself in a professional manner.) 

Go to gmail.com now and create an email if you do not have an 
appropriate email address already for today’s purposes. Write your 
professional email address below: 

EMAIL: 
______________________________________________________________ 

BUILDING YOUR RESUME 

 1. Let’s get some help with the Canadian government on this. Visit 
https://seeker.jobbank.gc.ca/seeker/ 

 2. Sign up for an account with ‘Job Bank’ and you will be able to 
access their Resume Building templates, and lots of other resources. 



BUILDING YOUR RESUME - SKILLS INVENTORY 

3. Find your transferable skills 

Everything you learn and every skill you have is part of your personal tool 
kit. You carry these "tools" with you as you move through school and into 
the job market. When you develop a skill or gain experience in one place 
and put what you've learned to use someplace else, you're using 
transferable skills. 

Look through the following lists and check off every skill that you think 
you have. 

Key skills 

I can: 
-meet deadlines  
-supervise others  
-solve problems  
-teach others and give clear instructions manage people  
-organize and manage projects speak in public 
-accept responsibility  
-plan daily work or special events follow instructions 
-generate creative solutions to problems 

Hands-on skills  

I can: 
-assemble kits  
-build or repair things 
-work well with my hands  
-operate tools or machinery  
-use complex equipment  
-drive or operate vehicles  
-inspect and maintain equipment or vehicles 



Data/information skills 
I can: 
-make a budget, manage money 
-record facts, classify information by date analyze data, audit maintain 
records  
-check information for accuracy  
-pay attention to details  
-investigate and clarify results 
-locate answers, gather information calculate or compute  
-evaluate  
-take inventory  
-keep financial records  
-research and write reports 

Leadership skills 
I can: 
-arrange meetings or social functions be competitive when necessary 
make decisions  
-direct the work of others 
-help set goals for my team explain things to others solve problems 
-motivate people 
-settle disagreements 
-plan activities and put them into action take risks when necessary  
-organize and chair a meeting 
-show self-confidence 

People skills 
I can:  
-help and care for others  
-manage conflicts, resolve issues counsel people  
-be tactful and diplomatic  
-interview people  
-be kind and understanding  
-be a good listener 
-negotiate  
-be outgoing 
-show patience  
-be pleasant and sociable supervise 
-teach 



Creative/artistic skills 
I can:  
-be artistic  
-write short stories or articles  
-draw or create other art  
-express myself through music, poetry, or art design posters, draw 
cartoons and illustrations perform and act  
-present artistic ideas  
-dance, create body movement  
-use computers to create presentations  
-design and lay out Web pages 

Verbal/communication skills 
I can:  
-clearly express myself 
-work well with others  
-create and talk about new ideas  
-design presentations 
-be inventive  
-conduct research in a library or on the Internet set up my own network 
of experts or helpers be logical 
-speak in public  
-write clear and concise reports 



BUILDING YOUR RESUME - RESUME TIPS  

Read Top 10 Resume Tips: 

i. Think ahead. If you wait until the last minute to hand in your résumé, 
you could miss the deadline and risk not being considered for the job. 

ii. Tailor your résumé. Include information on your résumé associated 
with the job you are applying for. 

iii. Chunk it out. If there is a lot of information, break it into separate 
sections with specific headings. 

iv. Use action words. Focus on things you have accomplished, and avoid 
starting every sentence with “I”. 

v. Proofread. Never rely on spell check. 

vi. Repeat Tip 5. Seriously, even one misspelled word could put you in the 
“do not consider” pile. 

vii. Make it presentable. Make sure your résumé looks clean and 
organized. Use white, letter-sized paper (8.5 x 11-inch) and a font that’s 
easy to read, like Times New Roman or Arial. 

viii. Keep it concise. Try to keep your résumé as short as possible—ideally 
one page, two pages maximum. 

ix. Be honest. Lying on your résumé is never a good idea. Many people 
who lie on their applications end up losing their jobs when their 
employers find out the truth. 

x. Be professional. Remember, this is a business document, so don’t 
include unnecessary embellishments like flashy paper or a picture of 
yourself. 



BUILDING YOUR RESUME  
5. Choose a resume template

i. Functional Resume - If you haven’t had a lot of work experience, a 
functional resume that focuses on your skills is a good way to market 
yourself to potential employers 

ii. Chronological Resume - Focusing on your work history is one of the 
more popular ways to structure a resume. It shows employers all your 
work experience, focusing on positions you’ve held and your past 
responsibilities and accomplishments. 

iii. Hybrid Resume - A hybrid résumé is also known as a combination 
resume. It combines the elements of a functional and chronological 
résumé to create a resume that focuses heavily on skills, but also includes 
dates, titles of previous jobs, along with essential information about the 
position. 

REFERENCES: LIST A MINIMUM OF 3 REFERENCES (Include either email or 
phone or both). You may include these references on your resume as well, 
or simply write “References available upon request” at the end of your 
resume.  

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 



CREATING A COVER LETTER  

6. Top 10 Cover Letter Tips 

i. Do your homework. Learn what you can about the company or organization you’re 

applying to, so you can tailor your cover letter and really show the employer that you 

could be a good fit. 

ii. Follow instructions. Be sure to include any information that was requested in the 

job posting. If the posting asked for the amount of hours a week you are available to 

work, be sure to answer that question in the cover letter. 

iii. Don’t just restate your résumé. Use your letter as an opportunity to make a great 

first impression. Most employers read the cover letter first, so you want to catch their 

attention by describing your impressive skills. That way, they are more likely to read 

your full résumé. 

iv. Personalize your letter. When possible, address your cover letter to a specific 

person. Use their name and title, and make sure the spelling of the name is correct. 

v. Tailor your letter to the job. Make sure the skills and experience you highlight in 

your cover letter are clearly connected to the job you’re applying for. 

vi. Presentation counts. Use a font that’s easy to read, like 12-point Times New Roman 

or Arial. Using 8.5 x 11-inch white paper is usually a smart choice. 

vii. Break it down. Make your cover letter easier to read by breaking the text down 

into short paragraphs. 

viii. Use a professional tone. Be sure to use professional and respectful language when 

writing your cover letter. 

ix. Be brief. Your cover letter should be no more than one page long—the best 

strategy is to keep it short and to the point. 

x. Proofread. Review your cover letter several times; don’t just rely on spell- check. 

Ask someone else to proofread it as well. 



CREATING A COVER LETTER 
7. Cover Letter Template (Rough Copy) 

The three main objectives of your cover letter are to: 

1. Introduce yourself, identify the position you are applying for, and 
explain how you found out about the position 

2. Explain how you are qualified for the position and why you would be a 
great fit for the job 

3. Request an interview and thank the employer  



_______________________________________________________________

Review the following job advertisements and choose one, or locate your own 

online, then write a cover letter for it to attach to your resume. 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

Clerk, Customer Service 
Posted on October 12, 2016 by Employer Details Mosaic Sales Solution 

Job Details 

Location: Slave Lake, AB 
Salary Details: $25.00 hourly for 20 to 30 hours per week  
8 Vacancies 
Job Terms: Temporary (employment end date: 2016-11-05), Part-Time Start Date: 
2016-11-03  
Employment Conditions: Day, Morning 

Job Requirements 

Languages: English  
Education: No degree, certificate or diploma  
Experience: 1 to less than 7 months 
Work Setting: Retail/wholesale establishment/distribution centre 
Specific Skills: Explain the type and cost of services offered; Answer inquiries and 
provide information to customers 

Work Conditions and Physical Capabilities: Repetitive tasks; Standing for extended 
periods; Walking; Bending, crouching, kneeling 

Work Location Information: Rural area  
Personal Suitability: Effective interpersonal skills; Flexibility; Team player; Excellent 
oral communication; Reliability 

How to Apply  
By e-mail: melissa.ricardo@mosaic.com 

http://www.jobbank.gc.ca/jobposting.do? 
cty=22553&pcd=AB&wid=px&sort=M&id=21460896&source=searchresults 

______________________________________________________________________________



Meat Stocker - WALMART CANADA - Slave Lake, AB, CANADA 

Position Summary: 

A Meat Stocker properly maintains, zones, and stocks his/her assigned area, assists 
customers and maintains modular and feature presentations. 

Position Responsibilities: 

. Answering Customer calls promptly.  

. Answering register calls promptly. 

. Operating the register when needed. 

. Maintaining 100% in stock at all times. 

. Meeting Customer's needs by assisting them whenever possible. 

. Ensuring that department is fully stocked with merchandise and is ready for 
business.  
. Adhering to standards and policies for cold chain compliance, thermometer 
calibrations, temperature recording, food handling, product rotation, sell-by dates, 
and expiration dates. 

. Adhering to food safety and handling procedures and following sanitation and 
cleaning procedures. . Rotating stock and checking for expired products. 
. Ensuring the merchandise is properly signed and priced. 
. Maintaining modular labels. 

. Taking orders for Deli Department merchandise; slicing and preparing merchandise, 
such as meat, cheese, fried chicken; and providing requested assistance. 
. Preparing deli food orders, meat, cheese, and utilizing slicers ,stackers, and other 
utensils; preparing chicken by using rotisserie oven and deep fryer; and filling 
prepared salads and side dishes for placement into display area and specialty orders 
from Customers as required. 

Additional Responsibilities: 

. Adheres to all company policies and standard operating procedures. . Other 
responsibilities may be assigned. 

Qualifications: 

To perform this job successfully, an individual must be able to perform each essential 
duty satisfactorily. The requirements listed are representative of the knowledge, skill 
and/or ability required. Reasonable accommodations for individuals with disabilities 
to perform essential functions. 



Mathematical Skills: 

. Ability to add, subtract, multiply, and divide in all units of measure, using whole 
numbers, common fractions and decimals. 
. Ability to compute rate, ratio and percent.  
. Ability to determine the number of individual things in a unit or group. 

Basic Reading/Writing Skills: 

. Ability to understand the meaning of written or printed matter and to record 
information by inscribing characters or symbols. 

Licensing & Other Qualifications: 

The Associate must complete all Wal-Mart Basic and Advanced Training Modules and 
classes. 

Physical Demands: 

The physical demands described here are representative of those that must be met by 
an Associate to successfully perform the essential functions of this job. Reasonable 
accommodations may be made to enable individuals with disabilities to perform the 
essential job functions.  
. The Associate is regularly required to walk or stand. 

. The Associate must regularly lift and/or move up to 18kg (40lbs). 

. The Associate will be required to perform tasks involving firm grasping. 

. The Associate will occasionally be required to bend, twist or squat.  

. The Associate will be involved in frequent repetitive hand actions.  

. The Associate will be required to reach above shoulder height and below waist level. 
http://www.workopolis.com/jobsearch/job/17246241?cid=hrsdc 

______________________________________________________________________________

‘Baker’ Posted on July 18, 2016 

Job Details: 

Location: Slave Lake, AB 
Salary Details: $14.00 hourly for 40 hours per week 4 Vacancies 
Job Details: Permanent Full-Time 
Start Date: As soon as possible  
Employment Conditions: Day, Evening, Weekend 

Job Requirements: 



Languages: English  
Education: Secondary (high) school graduation certificate 
Credentials (certificates, licences, memberships, courses, etc.): Not required 
Experience: 3 years to less than 5 years 

Specific Skills: Frost and decorate cakes and baked goods; Ensure that the quality of 
products meets established standards; Bake mixed dough and batters; Prepare dough 
for pies, bread, rolls and sweet goods, batters for muffins, cookies and cakes and 
icings and frostings according to recipes or special customer orders; Operate 
machinery 

Security and Safety: Criminal record check 
Work Conditions and Physical Capabilities: Fast-paced environment 

How to Apply: By e-mail: slavelaketims@gmail.com 

Job Location: 1500 Main Street, Slave Lake Alberta, T0G 2A0 

http://www.jobbank.gc.ca/jobposting.do? 

cty=22553&pcd=AB&wid=px&sort=M&id=21467308&source=searchresults 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Front desk clerk, hotel 

Posted on October 19, 2016 by The Peavine Inn and Suites 

Job Details: 

Location: High Prairie, AB 
Salary Details: $12.20 to $13.50 hourly for 35 to 44 hours per week  
1 Vacancy 
Job Details: Permanent, Full-Time 
Start Date: As soon as possible  
Employment Conditions: Day, Evening, Night, Weekend, Shift, Early Morning, Morning 

Job Requirements: 

Languages: English  
Education: Secondary (high) school graduation certificate or equivalent experience 
Experience: Experience an asset  
Business Equipment and Computer Applications: Word processing software; 
Spreadsheet; Multi-line switchboard; Internet  
Work Setting: Hospitality industry; Hotel, motel, resort 



Specific Skills: 

Take, cancel and change room reservations; Register arriving guests and assign rooms; 
Provide information on hotel facilities and services; Process group arrivals and 
departures; Process guests' departures, calculate charges and receive payments; 
Perform light housekeeping and cleaning duties; Investigate and resolve complaints 
and claims; Exchange foreign currency; Balance cash and complete balance sheets, 
cash reports and related forms; Answer telephone and relay telephone calls and 
messages; Clerical duties (i.e. faxing, filing, photocopying); Provide general 
information about points of interest in the area; Follow emergency and safety 
procedures; Handle wake-up calls; Provide customer service; Assist clients/guests 
with special needs; Maintain an inventory of vacancies, reservations and room 
assignments 

Security and Safety: Criminal record check  
Transportation/Travel Information: Own transportation; Own vehicle; Valid driver's 
licence; Public transportation is not available 

Work Conditions and Physical Capabilities: Fast-paced environment; Work under 
pressure; Attention to detail; Standing for extended periods; Overtime required 

Personal Suitability: Effective interpersonal skills; Flexibility; Team player; Excellent 
oral communication; Excellent written communication; Client focus; Dependability; 
Judgement; Organized 

How to Apply: By e-mail: david.nelson@peavineinnandsuites.com 

In person:  
3905-51 Avenue, High Prairie, Alberta, T0G1E0 from 9:00 to 5:00 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

Date Listed 21-Oct-16 Address: High Prairie, AB, Canada Company Cox Contractors Job 
Type: Temporary   Position: Laborer for immediate placement.  
Worksites: Near Slave Lake, High Prairie, and Spirit River. 

Summary 
The Civil Construction Laborer plays a crucial role in the successful completion of Cox 
Contractors Ltd. construction projects. This individual will be involved in every phase 
of the construction process and will be responsible for such things as pipe-laying, 
equipment operation and maintenance, site preparation, and excavation. The Civil 
Construction Laborer must perform all work to regulated organizational as well as 
provincial and federal standards and procedures and have the ability to adhere to the 
highest standards of safety. 



Core Competencies* 

• Adaptability, Accountability , Communication, Teamwork 

Job Duties 

 • Perform work in accordance with all organizational, as well as provincial and 
federal health and safety standards and legislation, ensuring highest standard 
of safety is upheld.  

 • Perform daily site assessments, including identification of potential work site 
hazards.  

 • Ensure appropriate tools are transported to the worksite. Ensure proper 
functioning off all tools  
prior to utilization.  

 • Prepare area for pipe installation, performing all necessary excavation 
preparation including  
slope and elevation determination.  

 • Perform required excavations to create trenches utilizing equipment or when 
necessary through  
manual digging.  

 • Grade and level trench bases using tamping machines or through the use of 
hand tools.  

 • Make certain all trenches are dug according to blue print instruction including 
adherence to all  
specified excavation levels and depths.  

 • Manually or through the use of equipment, place pipe accurately and according 
to blue prints.  

 • Properly connect pipe pieces and seal joints.  

 • Bed pipe with required materials, packing materials with required.  

 • Backfill trenches with required materials upon completion of job.  

 • Provide manual labor assistance as required.  

 • Maintain organizational services, facilities, and equipment.  



 • Engage in all forms of labor to assist in the successful completion of 
construction projects from  
start to finish.  

 • Tend to and operate a variety of machines and equipment necessary for the 
job.  

 • Assist site trades people as necessary. 

 
Requirements 
• High School Diploma or G.E.D required. 
• Previous pipe-laying and/or civil construction experience considered an asset. 
• Ability to properly read and understand blueprints.  
• Ability to operate required equipment in a safe and responsible manner. 
• Effective verbal communication skills.  
• Active listening skill considered essential. 
• Ability to work as a team as well as with little supervision.  
• Ability to take and follow instruction.  
• Professional and courteous demeanor when dealing with the public. 
Work Conditions 
• Position is physically strenuous.  
• Lifting, pulling, standing, crouching for long periods of time. 
• Work at high elevations and in confined spaces. 
• Manual dexterity required. 
• Performance of repetitive tasks.  
• Interacts with employees, management and the public at large. 
• Overtime may be required. 
• Work for extended hours and available for work 7 days a week as required.  
http://www.kijiji.ca/v-construction-trades-jobs/grande-prairie/civil-
construction-  
laborer-immediate-placement/1206086376?enableSearchNavigationFlag=true  

__________________________________________________________________________ 



CREATING A COVER LETTER 

Your Name 
Your Present Address City, Province 
Area Code 

Date 

Name of Contact Person  
Title  
Name of Company or Organization Company’s Address 
City, Province  
Area Code 

Dear Mr./Mrs.________, (Or To Whom it May Concern) 

I am writing in response to your job posting on __________________ for 
a/an ________________. I am a __________________ student at 
____________ ____________ and _____________________________. 

I have some previous work experience, including 
______________________. The attached resume provides a detailed 
outline of the skills I have acquired through my education and work 
experience. Those that may be of particular interest to you include 
(Description of skill #1). (Description of skill #2). (Description of skill #3) 

I look forward to meeting you to discuss how I can contribute to your 
company. I can be reached at _______________ to arrange an interview 
at your earliest convenience. Thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerely,  
(Leave space for your signature) 

(Your Full Name)  
(Your Phone Number) (Your Professional Email) 



CREATING A COVER LETTER 
_______________________ 

_______________________ 

_______________________ 

_______________________ 

_______________________ 

_______________________ 

_______________________ 

_______________________ 

_______________________ 

_______________________ 

_______________________ 

___________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________ 

_______________________________ 

_______________________________ 

_______________________________ 



INTERVIEW PREPARATION:  

 

  

Quick Tips for the interview 
• Be on time. Five or ten minutes early is about right!  
• Dress appropriately.  
• Don't chew gum or smoke.  
• Be neat, clean and well groomed.  
• Never bring a friend to an interview.  
• Don't discuss personal or financial problems.  
• After the interview, don't linger. Smile, shake hands, 

thank the interviewer(s) for their time, and make a 
graceful exit. 



INTERVIEW PREPARATION: Common Interview Questions 

Below there are 6 common interview questions listed. Please read the question and 
the information about why this question is often asked and how you can best 
answer it. 

In the Cover Letter Assignment you were asked to look for a job advertisement you 
might be interested in and you are qualified for. 

What was the job advertised?  
What business was advertising the position? 

Imagine you have just been called for an interview for the job you have listed 
above. Below each question explain how you would answer the question to an 
interviewer. 

1. Tell me about yourself  
While this query seems like a piece of cake, it is difficult to answer because it is so 
broad. The important thing to know is that the interviewer typically does not want 
to know about your hometown or what you do on the weekends. He or she is trying 
to figure you out professionally. Pick a couple of points about yourself, your 
professional experience and your career goals and stick to those points. Wrap up 
your answer by bringing up your desire to be a part of the company. If you have a 
solid response prepared for this question, it can lead your conversation in a 
direction that allows you to elaborate on your qualifications. 

Your Response: 



INTERVIEW PREPARATION: 

2. Why should we hire you?  
Here's the chance to really sell yourself. You need to briefly and succinctly lay out 
your strengths, qualifications, and what you can bring to the table. Be careful not to 
answer this question too generically, however. Nearly everyone says they are 
hardworking and motivated. Set yourself apart by telling the interviewer about 
qualities that are unique to you. 

Your Response: 

3. Why do you want to work here?  
This is one tool interviewers use to see if you have done your homework. You 
should never attend an interview unless you know about the company, its direction 
and the industry in which it plays. If you have done your research, this question 
gives you an opportunity to show initiative and demonstrate how your experience 
and qualifications match the company's needs. 

Your Response: 



4. What are your greatest weaknesses?  
The secret to answering this question is being honest about a weakness, but 
demonstrating how you have turned it into a strength. For example, if you had a 
problem with organization in the past, demonstrate the steps you took to more 
effectively keep yourself on track. This will show that you have the ability to 
recognize aspects of yourself that need improvement and the initiative to make 
yourself better. 

Your Response: 

5. Why did you leave your last job?  
Even if your last job ended badly, be careful about being negative in answering this 
question. Be as diplomatic as possible. If you do point out negative aspects of your 
last job, find some positives to mention as well. Complaining endlessly about your 
last company will not say much for your attitude. 

Your Response: 



6. Describe a problem situation and how you solved it.  
Sometimes it is hard to come up with a response to this request, particularly if you 
are coming straight from college and do not have professional experience. 
Interviewers want to see that you can think critically and develop solutions, 
regardless of what kind of issue you faced. Even if your problem was not having 
enough time to study, describe the steps you took to prioritize your schedule. This 
will demonstrate that you are responsible and can think through situations on your 
own. 

Your Response: 



GET TO KNOW YOUR CAREER COACH 
As a high-school student, you should take advantages of available resources such as your 
‘Career Coach.’ This is a person that may be able to assist you with your current or future 
job-search, while also pointing you towards courses and credits that may benefit you in the 
long-run. It is a great contact to have as you start planning your education and future.  

Planning With the Career Coach Questionnaire: 
Discuss the following questions with the Career Coach and write down the information he/she 
provides: 

1. What is your Career Coach’s name? 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. How or where can you contact your Career Coach? 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. How can your Career Coach help you plan for the future? 

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

4. What credits does your Career Coach believe would be helpful in ensuring you achieve 
current career-goals?  
(Career Goal(s): __________________________________________________________________) 

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

5. What is ‘My Blueprint?’ How can it help with your job search and career planning? 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

6. My Blueprint Login Info:  

Username: ____________________________ Password: ____________________________  



WHMIS: AN INTRODUCTION

�



�  



!  



WHMIS SYMBOLS & CLASSIFICATION 

�

CLASS A: COMPRESSED GAS 

A gas or liquid that boils at or below ordinary temperatures, in a pressurized container. This 

class includes compressed gases, dissolved gases, and gases liquefied by compression or 

refrigeration.  

Examples: propane, compressed air, carbon dioxide (fire extinguishers), nitrogen, welding gases  

Handling instructions: Handle with care, do not drop cylinder. Keep cylinder away from 

potential ignition sources. Store containers in designated areas.  

�  �  �

CLASS B: FLAMMABLE AND COMBUSTIBLE MATERIAL 

This class includes solids, liquids, and gases capable of catching fire in the presence of a spark 

or open flame under normal working conditions. 

Examples: spray paint, gasoline, propane, alcohols, acetone, sodium, toluene, ethanol 

Handling instructions: Keep away from heat sources and other combustible materials. Never 

smoke around materials. Store in a cool, fire-proof area. 



�

CLASS C: OXIDIZING MATERIAL 

These materials increase the risk of fire if they come in contact with flammable or combustible 

materials. 

Examples: hydrogen peroxide, oxygen gas, bleach, nitric acid, potassium permanganate 

Handling instructions: Keep away from combustible materials & store in designated area. 

Keep away from sources of ignition. Never smoke around materials. Wear personal protective 

equipment (PPE). 

�  �  �

CLASS D: POISONOUS AND INFECTIOUS MATERIAL Division 1: Materials Causing 

Immediate and Serious Toxic Effects 

These materials can cause death or immediate injury when a person is exposed to small 

amounts. 

Examples: antifreeze, sodium cyanide, hydrogen sulphide, sulfuric acid, carbon monoxide, 

acrylonitrile 

Handling instructions: Handle with extreme caution. Wear personal protective equipment, 

avoid contact with skin and eyes. Avoid inhaling, work in well-vented areas or wear respiratory 

protection equipment.  



�

CLASS D: POISONOUS AND INFECTIOUS MATERIAL Division 2: Materials Causing 

Other Toxic EFFECTS 

These materials can cause life-threatening and serious long-term health problems as well as 

less severe but immediate reactions in a person who is repeatedly exposed to small amounts. 

Examples: latex, lead, mercury, benzene 

Handling instructions: Avoid skin & eye contact, wear personal protective equipment (PPE). 

Avoid inhaling by working in well-vented areas. Store in designated areas only. 

!  

CLASS D: POISONOUS AND INFECTIOUS MATERIAL Division 3: Biohazardous 

Infectious MATERIAL 

These materials contain harmful micro-organisms that are believed to cause disease and have 

been classified into Risk Groups 2, 3, and 4 as determined by the World Health Organization 

(WHO) or the Medical Research Council of Canada. 

Examples: blood contaminated with AIDS/HIV virus, Hepatitis B, Salmonella 

Handling instructions: Take every measure to avoid contamination. Handle material only 

when fully protected. Handle materials in designated areas only. 



 �  

�

CLASS E: CORROSIVE MATERIAL 

This class includes caustic and acid materials that can destroy the skin or eat through metals 

Examples: sodium hydroxide, hydrochloric acid, nitric acid, hydrofluoric acid, sulfuric acid, 

caustic soda, ammonium hydroxide, cleaners & disinfectants (ie. Tilex) 

Handling instructions: Keep containers tightly closed. Avoid skin & eye contact by wearing 

personal protective equipment (PPE). Avoid inhaling – use in well-vented area and/or wear PPE. 

 !  

CLASS F: DANGEROUSLY REACTIVE MATERIAL 

These products may self-react dangerously (for example, they may explode) upon standing or 

when exposed to physical shock or to increased pressure or temperature, or they emit toxic 

gases when exposed to water. 

Examples: fiberglass repair kits & epoxy resins, nitroglycerine, anhydrous aluminum chloride, 

picric acid, vinyl chloride 

Handling instructions: Keep away from heat. Open containers carefully, do not drop them. 

Store material in cool, fire-proof, designated area. 

 



WHMIS QUIZ: 

1. What do the initials in the acronym WHMIS stand for?  

2. What do the WHMIS symbols (below) stand for ?  

�

3. How can you identify a WHMIS label? 

4. Why will you not find WHMIS labels on chemicals in the home? 



5. What does MSDS stand for? What is the difference between an MSDS 
and a WHMIS label? 

6. Which WHMIS symbol do you expect to find on the container of the 
following materials: 

hydrochloric acid ______________________________________________ 
 
sodium hydroxide (an active ingredient in oven cleaners) ______________

nitroglycerine ________________________________________________ 

hydrogen sulfide (sour) gas? gasoline _____________________________



�



ALBERTA EMPLOYMENT STANDARDS INFORMATION SHEET: 

1. MINIMUM WAGE IN ALBERTA: 

2. DATE MINIMUM WAGE IS SET TO INCREASE: 

3. AGE OF ‘YOUNG PERSONS’ ACCORDING TO ALBERTA EMPLOYMENT 
STANDARDS: 

4. CAN A ‘YOUNG PERSON’ BE EMPLOYED DURING SCHOOL HOURS? 

5. LENGTH OF TIME YOU NEED TO GENERALLY BE EMPLOYED BEFORE YOU 
ARE ENTITLED TO HOLIDAY PAY: 

6. LENGTH OF TIME YOU NEED TO BE EMPLOYED AT A JOB TO QUALIFY FOR 
MATERNITY PAY 

7. BASIC OVERTIME HOURS: 

-IN EXCESS OF _____ HOURS PER DAY -IN EXCESS OF _____ HOURS PER 
WEEK 

8. TOLL FREE NUMBER FOR ALBERTA EMPLOYEE STANDARDS: 

9. GENERAL HOLIDAYS IN ALBERTA: 



IMPORTANT ONLINE JOB-SEARCH RESOURCES:  

TYPE OF RESOURCE WEBSITE HOW THIS WEBSITE CAN 
HELP

CAREER PLANNING

CAREER PLANNING

POST SECONDARY

POST SECONDARY

JOB SEARCH

JOB SEARCH

JOB SEARCH

OTHER


